E-BOOK

Self Service is for Gas
Analytics Needs Empowerment

Introduction
Modern workflows are empowering and collaborative. The most effective tools
behind those workflows take the friction out of the equation for getting things
done, and add collaboration in just the right places. The friction is other people.
Interacting with people takes time and effort. Communicating with people isn't
always precise, and it can be difficult to get across exactly what you want. Being
empowered by your tools to get things done by yourself takes away the friction. The
collaborative and social aspect of modern tools lets you pull in the help you need,
when you need it. It also helps you ramp up your abilities and knowledge via more
interaction, help requests, and training. As you become more self-sufficient, more
things get done independently and with less time and effort. After a while, you can
return the favor and be the expert that helps new users come up to speed.
The right software democratizes the ability to get complex things done by yourself.
It takes what was once the realm of a few elite professionals, and puts most of the
capability into the hands of the subject matter experts who need the results. This
goes beyond "self-service", which in analytics often means the ability to clobber
together templated reports using cookie-cutter queries and metrics. Sure, those
queries and metrics are useful, but they can also be inflexible and opaque. They
don't bring much in the way of competitive advantage because all your competitors
are looking at the same templated reports. Truly empowered analytics let you
flexibly define and customize all the queries and building blocks. It's analytics that
focuses on the important behavioral questions rather than aggregations of canned
metrics. It's software that lets you connect and collaborate with colleagues at
pivotal moments in the discovery process. Software like Interana.
This eBook is for business leaders, product managers, growth hackers, UX gurus,
community mavens, sales rock stars, support fire fighters, and marketing masters.
It's for anybody who wants to understand how empowered behavioral analytics can
help them better understand their users, platforms, and devices. We'll cover why
interactivity and empowerment are critical for success, how having a base camp for
exploration aids in rapid progress, and the value of asking the right questions. Read
on to learn more!
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Living Dashboards: A Base
Camp for Exploration
Living Dashboards are a central part of Interana. They serve as a base camp for
exploring the behavior hidden in your data. Like real-world explorers, this base
camp allows for a convenient place to return to and launch from. A place where
you can meet up with the rest of your team, discuss challenges, make progress,
and celebrate successes.

What makes Interana Living Dashboards so special? A number of factors come
together to make our Living Dashboards the hub for empowered exploration and
collaboration. At a basic level, the dashboards collect and organize the story of
how people and devices behave. But it's more than a static picture. You can get
more details by interacting directly with the charts. You can rearrange and relabel
them to better tell the story. Most importantly, you can bring any chart back to
the Explorer with a single click. That shows you how the query was composed and
all the building blocks at play. If you're learning or using some else's charts, this
helps you understand exactly what you're seeing. Plus, with the query in the
Explorer you can see the charts in much more detail, adjust views, easily zoom in
or out. You can further filter the results to just those segments that are most
interesting. You can even drill all the way down to the raw data and see all the
individual events underlying the observed behavior. Follow your curiosity to better
understand any particular detail of the bigger story. All together, these factors
make Living Dashboards much more powerful than typical analytics dashboards!
But let's not stop there. Interana dashboards are also a point of collaboration.
They let you explore others' stories and share your own. Dashboards start out
private — only the user that created them can see them. But as the story fills out,
users can publish their dashboards and share them with their teams. They can get
feedback on the story they've put together so far. Ask for help from more
experienced team members on some of the stickier questions. Figure out which
views are most effective in communicating the information. The collaboration
leads to a more clear and powerful window into the data. Interana dashboards
also serve as waypoints during the exploration. It often takes many attempts to
get the story straight. Sometimes it helps to walk away for a while and come back
with a fresh perspective. Sometimes the right questions don't come until some of
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the wrong questions have been explored. And even each individual question can
take dozens of attempts over several days to get just right. Dashboards serve as a
holding place for evolving queries and stories. You can save work in progress to your
dashboards, keep improving them, bring in colleagues to lend a hand. You can
forget them for a while and return again when an idea strikes you. And at each
step of the way, you can interact with queries directly from the dashboards.
One last point: The stories and
the right questions change over
time. As business, products, and
the market changes, so will the
behavior captured in the data.
It's easy to keep evolving Living
Dashboards as the world
evolves. KPI's don't seem to be
as meaningful? Clone a
published dashboard and start
experimenting until you discover
something that better tracks
recent trends. Your intuition
saying something about your
changing user population?
Segment that population and
try filtering your dashboards by
various cohorts. We make it
simple to evolve and explore
existing dashboards. No coding
or statistics degree required.
That's just another facet of
what makes Interana Living
Dashboards special.
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All About the Right Question
Questions are how we explore, discover, and understand. They're at the heart of
what makes empowered exploration so effective. At Interana, we believe that the
right question without an answer is more valuable than an answer to the wrong
question. But how do you find the right question? And how do you validate that
you're getting the right answers
to that question? There are many
approaches— yet all agree that
trial error are a critical part of
the process. That means asking a
lot of questions until you find the
right ones. The act of exploring and asking those questions needs to be:

● Fast – Each question shouldn't take more than seconds to come back with an
answer. And it shouldn't take an hour (or even minutes) to compose the
question. With Interana, composing a query usually takes seconds using the
Visual Query Builder. And the results also come back in seconds, even for billions
of events. Contrast that with writing query code and waiting minutes or hours
for the results.
● Painless – Waiting can be painful. But what's really painful is having to figure
out how to ask an expert for something you don't yet fully understand yourself.
All that time, knowing that you'll likely get the question wrong the first halfdozen attempts. Each time you return to ask the question in a slightly different
way, it can feel more and more painful. Empowered exploration takes away the
embarrassment of going to the data science teams with half-baked ideas that
you're just starting to explore. Interana lets you explore those questions by
yourself, on all the real data. When you've gotten close and if you still need
some help, pull in the experts knowing you're most of the way there.

● Fun – Keeping it fast and painless is necessary but not sufficient. You also
need to have fun exploring. We make that happen by providing a colorful and
intuitive interface that makes exploring behavior feel like a treasure hunt. Like
everything, there a bit of a learning curve, but once you get comfortable the
aha! moments come one after the other.
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Interana is the ideal tool for finding the right questions because Interana
makes iteration fast, painless, and fun. How do we do that? The answer is in
our design. We're built from the ground up to focus on sequences of raw
events. Contrast that with more traditional big data solutions that are 
focused on sets of unordered data points. Next, Interana is architected to
perform great when streaming billions of events from disk and doesn't depend
on keeping data in memory. Plus, Interana optionally includes intelligent
sampling at query time. So while the system holds 100% of the raw data, we
can execute statistically accurate queries even more quickly on an intelligently
selected subsets of the data.
All these factors combine to deliver frictionless iteration. You can rapidly
iterate around the query composition until you're looking at just the right set
of factors. You can iterate around how you've defined your behavioral building
blocks (e.g., cohorts, metrics, sessions, and funnels). You can iterate on how
you present the data to illustrate the story most effectively. All these combine
to let you smoothly iterate around the questions you're asking until you've
uncovered just the right questions. And as you explore the questions, you
discover new, related questions that take your exploration and discovery to
the next level.

Importance of Interactivity
At Interana we believe that interactively exploring your data is critical. It's such
a big part of our philosophy that it's in our name. Not convinced? Just imagine
what it's like to work with an analytics solution that isn't interactive: Any time
you've got a question, you first need to figure out how to communicate that
question. If you're not that technical, you've got to communicate that question
to the experts that will be working with the data. If you are technical, you've
got to code up the question in a way the system understands. Either way, you
need to make time to run your questions. Maybe that even means asking
somebody for the time and budget, or getting into a queue and waiting your
turn. Then, you've got to wait for the results that may take hours or days to
materialize. And how do you interpret those results... especially if you didn't
write the code yourself? Often, understanding the results means more
conversations and explanations before you really know what the answer
means.
Perhaps you don't have to imagine. Maybe that's your current reality when
dealing with an in-demand, busy data team. Interana's fast, interactive
solution puts the power directly in your hands. We make the process of
exploring and discovering behavior more fun. We let you engage your
imagination and intuition to uncover the right questions and get their
answers. We deliver faster time to insight.
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Importance of Collaboration
Exploration is critical to discovery. It's even more effective when made social.
Let's start from the basics: just sharing results. Once the questions are dialed
in and the results are flowing, we need to share those results with a broader
audience. The people who care about those answers, colleagues who are
interested in the area, teams that need to make decisions based on the
information. With Interana, you can share results from a single query using a
simple short URL. (Our customers frequently Slack those links to each other,
add them to wikis, or just email them around.) If you'd like to share a complete
dashboard, there's a link for that as well. And if you've a group of people
regularly interested in the results, simply set up a schedule for sending the
dashboard results to everybody. We make it simple to share your work as
broadly or narrowly as you desire.
The most powerful aspect of collaboration comes from the teamwork. The key
is being able to do most of the work independently while easily pulling in help
from the larger team. This gives our customers the ability to pull in a diversity
of perspectives and experience when they need them. Want a sanity check that
everything looks correct and that the story holds up? You can pull in a colleague
familiar with the lay of the land. Need a different perspective or even
somebody to play devil's advocate? You can ask a teammate from a different
role or department. When you're almost there but get stuck, pull in additional
expertise from the more experienced or formally trained members of the team.
And if you're facing a really tangled data problem, you can pull in the data
science team and give them something gnarly to challenge their skills...not
routine questions that just get added to the back of their queue. Lastly, being
part of a team can be fun and add to what makes the job great. And when you
get all those questions just right and the story in the data really resonates, you
get to celebrate discoveries with the whole team!

Power and Flexibility without
Coding
Experts are great, but imagine a world where they're optional. What would
that look like?
For one, there'd be less waiting. Less time spent at the end of the request
queue. Less time in meetings trying to figure out how to prioritize all the
requests. Less time spent writing email to escalate your request or get the
right people to pay attention. Less time between when you think of the
question and when you get the answer.
It would be a world with less miscommunication. Fewer times when the ideas
in your mind need to be translated through multiple layers before they're clear
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in the mind of the expert writing the query. It's one thing when you're just
looking for a standard metric. It's another when you're exploring and
discovering. When you're building out a new sector or transforming your
business in novel ways, there are rarely standard metrics that will give you a
competitive advantage. In all those situations, if you can't explore by yourself
you need to communicate your needs to somebody else. And any time you pull
in others, there's room for error to creep into the communication. Just ask any 
kid who's played the telephone game.
With Interana, the end results are better questions, more fun, and less
frustration. You get to explore the data with less waiting, fewer meetings, and
no need to get somebody else to understand your needs. Our intuitive interface
and powerful event analytics engine empower you to ask the full range of
questions that give you critical insights into your business. Even if you know
how to code, Interana lets you be more productive with a graphical interface
and lightning-fast query response times. You get to define sophisticated
queries without technical expertise, iteratively discover the right questions, and
get them answered in seconds. What are you waiting for?
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Summary
Interana unlocks the value of
your data by empowering the
independent exploration that
leads to behavioral discoveries.
We're software that
democratizes the aha moments.
Interana reduces the time to
insight by giving subject matter
experts around the organization
the power to flexibly explore
their questions without coding or
data science expertise. We help
you find and answer the right questions. The whole process is interactive,
iterative, and fun: refining the questions and answers along the way. We enable
and encourage collaboration, while letting you pull in additional people when
you're ready — not because you can't do it yourself.
Check out our other resources online and join the Interania community. When
you're ready, please get in touch and see how we can help you have fun
discovering the behavior of people, platforms, and devices!

Interana is ready to feed
your curiosity.
Contact us for a demo today or read more at www.interana.com.

REQUEST DEMO
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